Tally.Server 9
Tally.Server 9 has tremendously
improved the performance of my
business and has helped me save over
100 man hours in the week . In fact, we
changed our decision from hiring more
resources to adopting Tally.Server 9 to
manage our business operations.

Optimize

Amit Chandwar, Executive Director,

your business

K M Trans Logistics Pvt. Ltd.

Testimonials

We are very satisﬁed with the speed
and security of Tally.Server 9.
Reports can now be generated in
1/10th the time.

Samir Lalani, Director,
Panchsheel Solvents

We are very happy with the drastic
reduction in the time spent in
processing vendor payments. We
believe that now we can do more with
the time, manpower and costs saved.

Vinay Manghnani, Managing Director,
Obaid Masood Building Materials Trading LLC

Tally Solutions Pvt. Ltd. is a pioneer in the business software products arena. Since its inception in 1986, Tally's simple yet powerful
products have been revolutionizing the way businesses run. Having delivered path breaking technology consistently for more than
30 years, Tally symbolizes unmatched innovation and leadership. Today, it caters to millions of users across industries in over
140 countries and continues unchallenged as the industry leader in the enterprise resource planning software domain.

ABS Information Systems (Pvt) Ltd.
410/31 Bauddhaloka Mawatha, Colombo 7, Sri Lanka.
Tele: 011-4505500
Mob: (Sales) 071 - 4317596 / 4301512 / 2761413
Email: sales@abs.lk; support@abs.lk
Website: www.abs.lk
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Tally.Server 9

Introduction to

Tally

Ease of

Over the years, Tally has been the market leader for business
management products in the SME market space. Tally.ERP 9, Tally's

Tally.Server 9 Deployment

Tally.Server 9 deployment at the business premises has the following advantages

ﬂagship product has been designed on the principles of Simplicity,
1.

Fast and efﬁcient single step deployment

management operations.

2.

Requires minimal computer server infrastructure

Tally.Server 9 is an enterprise class product that delivers power and

3.

Flexible and incremental deployment on diverse environments

Scalability, Blazing speed, Reliability and Flexibility of business

control in the hands of medium and large businesses to manage their
ever growing business needs and to catalyse their business growth.
Through Tally.Server 9, businesses will experience increased
productivity, enhanced speed of operations, minimised indirect
business costs and hence a superior business performance.

Beneﬁts of

Tally.Server 9

Through the implementation of Tally.Server 9, your business is
assured of catapulting its growth because of the following beneﬁts:

Key operational
1.

highlights

3.

facilitates, reliable and quick decision making and thus reducing
turn-around times for your business operations.
2.

Un-interrupted concurrent access to data, reports and information

organizational efﬁciency.

which ensures 100% data availability to all users simultaneously.

Security and Control: Administrator/Business Owner is able to

This saves time for the organization so that the resources can be

control the visibility of physical data ﬁles and data access rights for

re-deployed in other priority tasks. This would result in optimal

all users, thereby minimizing the risk of data misuse.

productivity

Monitoring and Optimization: Administrator/Business Owner is

3.

real-time information on usage patterns. This helps to optimize

Zero waiting time and zero process queues ensures you have a
hassle free experience with your system operations

able to monitor & track users' activities and also able to view

4.

Instantaneous speed of operations enabling you to have
immediate access to your information at your ﬁnger- tips. This

Speed with Concurrent Data Access: Tally users are able to work
faster without getting impacted by other users, thereby increasing

2.

1.

4.

Ability to scale power and capacity to adapt to an ever growing

user activities and increase productivity.

multi user environment backed by the capability to add additional

Zero Downtime: Tally users are able to work seamlessly even

users without compromising performance

during data maintenance activities such as Data Backup etc..

5.

High stability even in abnormal situations such as parallel read &

The system ensures data consistency even in intense use

write operations thus enabling you with empowered

environments and has zero impact of any abnormal client

administration without downtime

shutdown.

6.

Capability to monitor and optimize your business operations

7.

High degree of security over data and information through
authorized and monitored data availability

